
Summer Term 22 - Rampaging Romans - Class 3 

English  

Fiction—Adventure    

Stories based in Roman 

Times  

Non –Fiction - Instruc-

tions, Non Chronological 

Reports, Newspapers, 

Biographies  

 

History  

Romans 

Analyse and evaluate the past 

Chronology - Key dates linked to the Roman Empire and its     

development  

Historical enquiry - Building up to final discussion ‘ What lasting 

impact did the Roman’s leave in Britain?  

Historical sources - Primary and Secondary Sources - Mosaics 

Geography 

European Countries and Cities  

Skills - Map skills, locating places  

Human and Physical -  Similarities and differences Italy and UK 

Locational Knowledge - European Country - Italy  

Place knowledge - Landscape, climate  

Fieldwork - Map work, compass points  

Maths  

Fractions and Decimals  

Time - analogue, digital, 24hr clock, units of time 

Statistics  

Perimeter, Area and Angles 

Mass and Capacity  

Science 

 Electricity                      Humans  

Electricity - Identifying electrical appliances, 

constructing circuits and identifying conductors 

and insulators  

Humans - Exploring nutrition, identifying the role 

of the skeleton, describe the function of the 

digestive system, identify different types of teeth 

and tooth decay  

Art  and Design 

Mosaics    Seurat & Signac (Pointillism)  

Exploring the purpose of mosaics during 

Roman times, recording existing designs 

in our sketch books,  looking at the 

patterns created by the Romans (link 

maths), creating our own mosaic designs  

Design and Technology  

Chariots                       Roman Banquet  

Chariots - Research chariots from Roman 

Times, create a design to make a model, 

explore axels and wheels, create a mod-

el chariot  

Roman Banquet—Explore foods eaten 

during Roman times,  understand the 

source of a range of ingredients, explore 

using ingredients to create a Roman 

menu.   

French 

Numbers, Ages, ‘I would like’  

Building up to speaking and writing sentences  

JIGSAW 

Relationships / Changing Me 

 

Computing  

Writing for an audience (Email)  

Modelling/Graphics  

Using 2simple Purple Mash to create 

simple games, building up graphics  

Using 2email to explore writing for differ-

ent audiences.  

Build up presentation skills in order to 

present a newspaper article (link English)  

PE 

Tennis / Cricket / Athletics  

 

Community Links 

RE—places of worship, faith groups in our 

community  

Landing Event 

Roman Banquet  

Launch Event 

‘Trip’ to Italy - passport, 

flight, food, landmarks  

Visitors and Visits 

Roman Day / Visitor in School? 

Dentist?  

Half Term Activity 

Children to try out some Roman Recipes at 

home 

Enterprise 

Tourism in Italy—jobs 

                             Music 

         Reflect, rewind and replay  

     Incorporating Queen’s Jubilee 

RE  

Scared Places  

What makes a place sacred?  

Investigate different forms of worship 

Explore the diversity and 

significance of local reli-

gious places to faith 

groups and members of 

the community  


